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Matches on TV 
(Local Timings)

WORLD CUP 2018

Colombia v Japan 15:00

beIN SPORTS HD 1 FR

beIN SPORTS MAX 2 HD AR

beIN SPORTS MAX 1 HD AR

Poland v Senegal 18:00

beIN SPORTS HD 1 FR

beIN SPORTS MAX 2 HD AR

beIN SPORTS MAX 1 HD AR

Russia v Egypt 21:00

beIN SPORTS HD 1 FR

beIN SPORTS MAX 2 HD AR

beIN SPORTS MAX 1 HD AR

SNIPPETS

NIZHNIY NOVGOROD: A VAR-awarded
penalty gave Sweden a narrow but deserved
victory in their opening Group F match against
a poor South Korea side in Nizhny Novgorod
yesterday. Veteran Swedish skipper Andreas
Granqvist scored the only goal of the game
from the spot  af ter  Viktor  Claesson was
upended by South Korean substitute Kim Min-
woo Kim in the 62nd minute. Despite furious
appeals, El Salvadorean referee Joel Aguilar,
who had ironically been whistle-happy up until
that point, intially waved away Swedish penalty
claims. But after consulting the video, he point-
ed to the spot.

It was the third VAR penalty awarded at
these championships after France and Peru also
benefitted from video referrals. The win was
reward for Sweden’s more attacking approach,
but it was unsurprising the winner came from
the penalty spot in a game between two sides
who had only managed two goals between them
in seven games heading into Russia.

Sweden never really convinced that they
would score prior to the penalty despite their
domination and a toothless South Korea did not
manage one shot on target. However they should
have equalised in the 90th minute but Hwang
Hee-chan put a free header wide, spurning the
Koreans’ best chace of the game by far.

The victory leaves Sweden joint top of the
group after Mexico’s surprise victory against
world champions Germany on Sunday. Next up
for the Swedes is  an intr iguing encounter
against Germany in Sochi on June 23.

South Korea started the game brightly, forc-
ing the first corner in the fourth minute, but
were gradually forced back by an attritional
Swedish side. It was the Europeans who came
closest to breaking the deadlock when forward
Marcus Berg was denied by a fine point-blank
save Jo Hyeon-woo in the 20th minute. Berg was
denied again nine minutes later by a desperate

last-ditch block from Kim Young-gwon.
Despite their increasing dominance, Sweden

also demonstrated why they have struggled to
score goals. Berg, again, and Claesson went
close before the end of the half, but it was clear
for everyone to see why they had only scored
once in their four matches prior to Russia.

Korea threatened only on the break where
Son Heung-min’s pace troubled 33-year-old
Granqvist, who was without defending partner
Victor Lindelof, who was ill. The somewhat ran-
corous build-up to the game-where Sweden

were accused of spying on their opponents-was
increasingly reflected in the niggly nature of the
match. Resilient Sweden held firm after the goal
and the Hwang late scare aside, and a half-
hearted South Korea appeal for a penalty, their
defence rarely looked troubled. The huge cele-
brations, the first match played in the $290 mil-
lion stadium, at the end showed the importance
the Swedes attached to this match. Before the
game, South Korea’s coach Tae Yong-shin called
it a “must win” game but the defeat leaves his
side contemplating only an early exit.   —AFP

VAR penalty gives Sweden a 
narrow win over South Korea

Toothless S Korea did not manage one shot on target

NIZHNY NOVGOROD: South Korea’s forward Son Heung-min (C) dribbles past Sweden’s midfielder Viktor
Claesson (L) during the Russia 2018 World Cup Group F football match between Sweden and South
Korea at the Nizhny Novgorod Stadium in Nizhny Novgorod yesterday.—AFP

SAINT PETERSBURG: Battered and bruised by
a barrage of Swiss fouls, Neymar hobbled out the
Rostov Arena having failed to inspire the expect-
ed start to Brazil’s World Cup, after the pre-tour-
nament favourites were held to a 1-1 draw by
Switzerland.

The world’s most expensive player told jour-
nalists there was “nothing to worry about”
regarding his latest knock, but there is concern
whether Neymar can perform to the levels needed
to lead his country to a sixth World Cup title, hav-
ing not played any competitive football for four
months ahead of the tournament.

Neymar’s season at club level with Paris Saint-
Germain ended when breaking a bone in his foot
in February. To the frustration of many in the
French capital, he spent much of his recovery time
back in Brazil with the intention of getting in the
best shape possible for a potentially career-defin-
ing tournament.

A stunning individual run and finish on his
return in a pre-tournament friendly against
Croatia and his 55th international goal against
Austria a week later appeared to quash fears over
his fitness. But as many of the World Cup
favourites have found so far in Russia, friendly
performances mean little when the competition
kicks off for real and Brazil were found wanting
against an aggressive and well-organised Swiss
side. Neymar was fouled 10 times, more than any
player in a single World Cup match since Alan
Shearer 20 years ago, and provoked Switzerland’s
three yellow cards for Stephan Lichtsteiner,
Fabian Schaer and Valon Behrami.

Mexican referee Cesar Ramos’s handling of the
Swiss tactics divided opinion among fans and
commentators as some called for greater protec-
tion for one of the world’s best players, while
many believed Neymar was too quick to go to
ground.

“I was a little bit worried about the referee,”
said Arsenal full-back Lichtsteiner. “Every time
they fell down it was a whistle, a foul. This was a
bit of a challenge. You think ‘don’t be too aggres-
sive’ because every time they go down it’s a foul.”

Given the success of Switzerland’s rugged
approach, Neymar can expect more of the same
against Costa Rica and Serbia with the pressure
upped on Brazil to rediscover the form they

showed in qualifying.
Brazil’s transformation in two years under

coach Tite has been characterised by the speed of
their transitions from defence to attack as
Neymar combined to great effect with Gabriel
Jesus and Philippe Coutinho.

However, after a bright start capped by
Coutinho’s wonder strike to open the scoring, the
game too often slowed down when it reached
Neymar as he tried to humiliate Lichtsteiner
rather than keep the ball moving.

For all the attacking talent available to Tite,
Neymar remains the man Brazil turn to in times of
need as the ball was shuffled out left to him time
and again as the clock ran down. However, with
one of Brazil’s other major threats in Marcelo also
operating down that flank, there is a risk that
without the injured Dani Alves at right-back,
Tite’s men become unbalanced and easier to
defend against.

“It was very good teamwork on the right side:
Behrami, Schaer and me. It was almost a perfect
game. It’s important to have this teamwork,”
added Lichtsteiner. History shows there is still
time for Brazil to recover. Switzerland beat even-
tual winners Spain in their opening game in 2010
and held finalists France at the group stage in
2006. But Brazil need Neymar to get back up to
speed as quickly as possible. — AFP

Neymar hobbled 
by Swiss in slow 
start for Brazil

Enjoy WCup fever with instant prizes
Nissan Al Babtain genuine parts offer 
KUWAIT: Abdulmohsen Abdulaziz Al Babtain
Co., the sole authorized dealer of Nissan in the
State of Kuwait, announces the special summer
genuine parts campaign that is valid until July
15. In lieu of the year’s biggest excitement for all
football fans in Kuwait, the seasonal offer comes
to reward its loyal customers. Al Babtain is com-
mitted and ensures all Nissan vehicle owners,
best aftersales care, reliability and safety of the
vehicles on Kuwait roads at affordable prices
throughout ownership period 

Nissan vehicle owners will now be entitled to
win valuable instant gifts on purchase of Nissan
Genuine parts worth KD 50 net value from any
of Al Babtain parts & service centers (excluding
paint and body repair shop). To truly live the
spirit of the game, buyers can expect gifts rang-
ing from a sports channel package, footballs,
gaming consoles and more.

Nissan recommends that regular servicing
and general vehicle maintenance is integral to
reliability, roadworthiness and safety of the
vehicle, driver and their family.

So what’s keeping you? Nissan Al Babtain
urges everyone to earn their well-deserved
football season mementos and purchase Nissan

genuine parts at our authorized outlets located
in Al Rai, Shuwaikh, Canada Dry St., Ardhiya,
Sulaibiya, Jahra, Ahmadi and Fahaheel.


